PART VII – TRIALS REGULATIONS
Rules amendments applying on 08.02.2021

Chapter III UCI TRIALS WORLD CUP

7.3.014 Advertising on the world cup leader’s jersey is reserved by the UCI. However, the riders are permitted to put their own advertising logos on the leader’s jersey as described in the “UCI jerseys visual guidelines” brochure published on the UCI Website follows:
- a maximum of only 4 advertising logos are permitted;
- on the front of the jersey: on a maximum surface of 300 cm²;
- on the back of the jersey: on a maximum surface of 300 cm²;
- on the shoulders: a single line of a maximum of 5 cm wide;
- on the sides of the jersey: a single line of a maximum of 9 cm wide.

The design of the jersey received at the official ceremony must be respected. Further details are provided in the brochure available on the UCI website.

(article introduced on 1.02.12; 08.02.21).